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I. HOLOCAUST REVISIONISM AND FORMS OF CENSORSHIP

For the past twenty years, a vocal minority of Holocaust revision-
ists have sought a hearing for their view that the Nazi Holocaust of the
Jews was a hoax.' Jews, Holocaust survivors and nation-states have
found the message of these Holocaust revisionists quite offensive.
The result in Germany, France and Austria has been formal censor-
ship. Laws in those countries explicitly outlaw revisionism.2 By con-
trast, in the United States, anti-revisionist laws do not exist. Despite
lingering confusion about the authority of Beauharnais v. Illinois,'
which upheld a group libel statute, there is little prospect of the
Supreme Court upholding a law prohibiting Holocaust denial.

Most Americans seem satisfied with this state of affairs. Experts
on Holocaust revisionism, such as Deborah Lipstadt4 and Kenneth

t B.A. Columbia University (1985); J.D. New York University (1989); doctoral student
Johns Hopkins University, department of Political Science. This essay is the result of research
undertaken on a Social Science Research Council with the Berlin Program for Advanced Ger-
man and European Studies at the Free University of Berlin, 1996-97. I want to thank Ingeborg
Mehser, Peter Widman, Mark Cushman and Jacqueline Baronian for their help.

1 Although often disagreeing among themselves, most revisionists doubt: (1) the existence
of an official Nazi plan to kill the Jews; (2) the use of gas chambers for homicidal purposes; and
(3) the figure of six million Jewish deaths. See MICHAEL SHERMER, WHY PEOPLE BELIEVE
WEIRD THINGS: PSEUDOSCIENCE, SUPERSTITION AND OTHER CONFUSIONS, 188-89 (1997).

2 See Stephan J. Roth, Denial of the Holocaust as an Issue of Law, 23 ISR. Y.B. HUM. RTS.
(Faculty of University of Tel Aviv) 219-22 (1994). See also Anja Weusthoff, Enrlich Gergelt, Zur
Ahndung Der Holocaust-Leugnung Durch Die Deutsche Justiz, 264-67 (Brigitte Bailor-Galanda,
et al. eds., Elefanten Press Berlin, 1996).

3 343 U.S. 250 (1952). According to Stephen Smith the holding of Beauharnais "is now of
dubious authority." Smith, There's Such a Thing as Free Speech, in HATE SPEECH 226, 230
(Whillock and Slayden eds., 1995). For historical analysis, see generally S. WALKER, HATE
SPEECH, THE HISTORY OF AN AMERICAN CONTROVERSY (1994), ch.5.

4 See DEBORAH E. LIPSTADT, DENYING THE HOLOCAUST, THE GROWING ASSAULT ON

TRUTH AND MEMORY (1993) [hereinafter LIPSTADT]. She states: "The deniers have the absolute
right to stand on any street corner and spread their calumnies." Id. at 17. Later she adds: "The
main shortcoming of legal restraints is that they transform the deniers into martyrs on the altar
of freedom of speech." Id. at 220.
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Stern,5 agree that revisionism should be protected by the First
Amendment. Not surprisingly, civil libertarians such as Alan Dersho-
witz6 also look at efforts to ban revisionists with disapproval. Even
those inclined to view the First Amendment with a critical eye, such as
Lawrence Douglas7 and Geri J. Yonover,8 limit themselves to tort
remedies. Nobody wants to endorse censorship.

Yet there is a problem. The institutions, doctrines and attitudes
of the formal legal system permeate the society at large. According to
Gordon Allport, a new "legal norm creates a public conscience and a
standard for expected behavior that check overt signs of prejudice."9

Although Allport wrote about anti-discrimination legislation, the con-
nection he draws between law and social norms applies to Holocaust
revisionism. If the legal rejection of segregation resulted in the social
condemnation of racial discrimination, how will American society
respond to legal toleration of Holocaust revisionism?

To answer this question, I compare the informal censorship" of
Holocaust revisionism in the United States and Germany. In the
United States informal censorship of revisionists has proven problem-
atic. In the fall of 1991 The Committee for Open Debate on the Holo-
caust (CODOH) sought to place ads in college newspapers.11 The
decision of several papers to run the ads occasioned controversy. Lip-
stadt, Stern and Dershowitz, each of whom defended the right of revi-

5 See KENNETH S. STERN, HOLOCAUST DENIAL (1993) [hereinafter STERNJ. He writes:
"Laws, however, are never the answer to any social problem, including anti-Semitism and Holo-
caust denial." Id. at 56.

6 See ALAN M. DERSHOWITZ, THE VANISHING AMERICAN JEW: IN SEARCH OF JEWISH

IDENTITY FOR THE NEXT CENTURY (1996) [hereinafter DERSHOWITZ]. He writes: "A trial is
simply the wrong vehicle for educating the public about the truth of the Holocaust because
'truth' is never the issue in such a trial. The issue is always freedom of speech." Id. at 115.

7 See Lawrence Douglas, Policing the Past: Holocaust Denial and the Law, in CENSORSHIP
AND SILENCING (Robert C. Post ed., 1998). According to Douglas: "[lit seems that, Alan Der-
showitz's concerns notwithstanding, civil actions such as intentional infliction of emotional dis-
tress might offer a constitutionally permissible response to Holocaust denial." Id. at 69.

8 See Geri J. Yonover, Anti-Semitism and Holocaust Denial in the Academy: A Tort Rem-
edy, 101 DICK. L. REV. 71, 72-75 (1996).

9 See GORDON W. ALLPORT, THE NATURE OF PREJUDICE, 470 (1979).
10 Informal censors, such as newspapers, film distributors, libraries and television, control

the flow of information to the general public. Holocaust revisionists seek to use these media to
gain access to a wider audience. In determining whether Holocaust revisionism will enter the
public discourse, informal censors play a large role.

11 See LIPSTADT, supra note 5, at 183-209. The ad campaign is also discussed in Kenneth S.
Stem, Denial of the Holocaust: An Antisemitic Political Assault, in ANTiSEMTISM IN AMERICA

Today, 242-57 (Jerome Chanes ed., 1995) [hereinafter Stern].
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sionists to speak their piece, now claimed the student editors
misunderstood the First Amendment. 12 The debate over the newspa-
per ads has been offered as proof that college students, besieged by
relativism and post-modernism, have lost their ability to tell right from
wrong. 13

By contrast, in Germany informal censorship has been successful,
perhaps too successful. In November 1993, the film documentary
Beruf Neonazi (Occupation Neo-Nazi) appeared in German cine-
mas. 14 At issue was a scene in which Ewald Althans, the subject of the
documentary, denied the Holocaust. 15 The director intended the film
as a warning about the dangers of neo-Nazism. 6 Ironically, however,
his own documentary was seen as promoting this very danger.

In each instance, legal norms structured the debate over informal
censorship. American student editors viewed the CODOH ads
against the background of First Amendment doctrine. The politicians,
prosecutors and anti-fascists did not view Beruf Neonazi in terms of
free speech. Instead, they invoked'the duty of the constitutional state
to protect itself against its enemies (Verfassungsschutz ).17 Enshrined
in the German Basic Law and forty years of practice, the idea of
Verfassungsschutz meant that Germans did not ask themselves
whether banning the film was censorship. Instead, they asked if show-
ing the film threatened the state.

Juxtaposing the controversies serves two purposes. First, it allows
for a re-evaluation of the college editors that ran the CODOH ads.
Perhaps they were wrong to apply the First Amendment to them-

12 See LIPSTADT, supra note 5, at 207: "There was [among the editors] a failure to under-
stand the true implications of the First Amendment." Stem, referring to the student editors,
writes: "[s]ome operated under a misguided understanding of the First Amendment." see STERN,
supra note 6, at 249. Dershowitz makes the same point: "freedom of the press gives the pub-
Usher, rather than the government, the right to publish or not to publish, as he or she sees fit."
(emphasis in original) DERSHOWITZ, supra note 7, at 112.

13 In her book Lipstadt calls attention to the connection between post-modernism and the
acceptance of Holocaust denial on campus, noting that "because deconstructionism argued that
experience was relative and nothing was fixed, it created an atmosphere of permissiveness
toward questioning the meaning of historical events and made it hard for its proponents to assert
that there was anything 'off limits' for this skeptical approach"). See LiPSTADT, supra note 5, at
18.

14 Riesiges Gelachter [Terrible Laughter], DER SPIEGEL, Nov. 15, 1993 at 108.
15 See infra note 74 and accompanying text.
16 Der Film ist eine standige Ohrfeige [The Film is a constant box on the ears], BERLINER

ZEITcNG, Dec. 11, 1993.
17 See infra notes 81-86 and accompanying text.
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selves, but in so doing their actions reflected the American tradition
of free speech. To blame the editors for participating in this tradition
is unfair. To the extent Lipstadt, Dershowitz and Stern are serious
about the harm posed by the student editors, they should reconsider
their commitment to the legal protection of Holocaust revisionism.

This brings us to the second point. Is the legal protection of revi-
sionism a good idea? The German case provides an example of how a
society negotiates the gray areas between censored and tolerated
speech. The picture was not completely negative. The debate over
Beruf Neonazi focused on the film itself. Supporters did not defend
airing it as the cost of liberty in a free society. Rather, they supported
the film as an important warning about neo-Nazism. On the other
hand, that a documentary on right-wing radicalism was censored as
right-wing radicalism demonstrates how easily censorship can become
an end in itself.

Finally, I bring these two threads together and explore the possi-
bility that the United States will adopt anti-revisionist laws. Of
course, the chance that a German-style law explicitly banning Holo-
caust denial will pass constitutional muster is rather slim. But the
question of how American anti-revisionist legislation would work is a
separate, rarely asked, question.

II. INFORMAL CENSORSHIP IN AMERICA: THE CODOH AD
CAMPAIGN

During the 1991-92 academic year, newspapers at over 35 col-
leges and universities received an ad sponsored by the CODOH. The
3000-word text denied there were homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz, attributed deaths at concentration camps to Allied bomb-
ings, and rejected the Nuremberg trials as a sham." Approximately
two-fifths of the papers ran the ad; the majority of student journalists
rejected it.

Even the papers that accepted the ad expressed hostility toward
it. They castigated Bradley Smith, who as leader of the CODOH
wrote the ad, and Holocaust revisionism in general. For instance, the
Michigan Daily ran the ad but called it "offensive and inaccurate."
The paper condemned Holocaust denial as "founded on historical fic-
tion and anti-Jewish bigotry."' 9 Nor was this an isolated example.

18 For the text of the ad see STERN, supra note 5, at 100-08.
19 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 190 (quoting MICHIGAN DAILY, Oct. 28, 1991).
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University of Michigan President James Duderstadt supported the
paper, but called the ad the work of a "warped crank."2 The St. Louis
Post Dispatch, defending the decision of Washington University's Stu-
dent Life to run the ad, likewise found it "offensive, provocative and
wrong.",21 The Ohio State Lantern, another paper Lipstadt faulted for
accepting the ad, decried Smith and the CODOH as "racists, pure and
simple" and the ad as "little more than a commercial for hatred. 22

No one had a kind word for the Smith ad.23 While this may be
expected of the papers that killed the ad, the critical posture taken by
those who ran it reflects the availability of freedom of speech as an
arguing point. The First Amendment allowed student editors to
oppose revisionism without censoring, a luxury their German counter-
parts lacked. Nonetheless, Lipstadt, who quoted all of these condem-
nations of revisionism in her book, was not satisfied. Why was this the
case?

A. The Failure of the Student Journalists

To evaluate the response of the student editors to the CODOH
ad campaign, I turn to Lipstadt, who uses the word failure to describe
the response of the student journalists to the CODOH ad campaign.
She notes a variety of failures: "There was a failure to understand the
true implications of the First Amendment. There was also a failure by
student editors to recognize that their high-minded claims about cen-
sorship were duplicitous, given the papers' policies of rejecting a
broad range of ads and articles. 24

There was also "a failure to look at the deniers' own history and
to understand what they represented. ' 25 This was reflected in their
willingness to refer to Holocaust revisionism as an idea. Those who
criticize the revisionists as nihilistic deconstructionists take their cue
from Lipstadt.26

20 Duderstadt expressed his views in the MICHIGAN DAILY. See LIPSTADT, supra note 5, at
190.

21 Id. at 192 (quoting STUDENT LIFE, Feb. 18, 1992).
22 LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 193 (quoting OHIO STATE LANTERN, Jan. 24, 1992).
23 Papers that rejected the ad used similar language. The UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

MAROON termed the ad "offensive hatred" (Feb. 28, 1992). The HARVARD CRIMSON editorial-
ized about "malicious falsehoods" (Dec. 10, 1991). See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 194.

24 Id. at 207.
25 Id.
26 See, e.g., LYNNE V. CHENEY, TELLING THE TRUTH: WHY OUR CULTURE AND COUNTRY

HAVE STOPPED MAKING SENSE AND WHAT WE CAN Do ABOUT IT (1995). Cheney discusses
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What bothered Lipstadt was not simply that the papers ran the
ad, but how the student editors justified their decision. Here, Lipstadt
makes three points. First, by referring to Holocaust revisionism as an
"idea" or "view," the student newspapers legitimized it as respecta-
ble.27 Second, several editors stated explicitly that the revisionist ad
was not anti-Semitic.28 Third, by giving Bradley Smith "the benefit of
the doubt" the editors showed him too much respect.29 I will argue
that each of these points has a First Amendment "interpretation" that
reconciles the apparently pro-revisionist positions with the student
journalists' repudiation of revisionism. It is the First Amendment, and
not Bradley Smith's ad, that steals the show.

1. Is Holocaust Revisionism an Idea?

First of all, Lipstadt criticized the student editors for calling revi-
sionism an idea. She cited several examples of this. The Cornell Daily
Sun said the CODOH ad contained "offensive ideas," but warned
against censoring the "advertisers' viewpoints."3 The Michigan Daily
referred to the on-line service Prodigy, which had posted revisionist
materials, as "a forum for ideas."31 The Ohio State Lantern defended
its decision to run the revisionist ad by arguing that it was "repulsive
to think that the quality, or total lack thereof, of any idea or opinion
has any bearing on whether it should be heard. '3 2 Lipstadt called this
"a response likely to make professors nationwide cringe."33

According to Lipstadt, this usage granted revisionism "a certain
intellectual legitimacy" that it did not deserve.34 The use of the word
idea implies validation. An idea is respected, legitimate, the other
side of the story. For Lipstadt there is no such thing as a nonsensical
idea. But, when the editors of the Cornell Daily Sun call Holocaust
revisionism an idea, are they using the term in the same way? Or are
they defining the term more broadly?

the CODOH campaign in a chapter on political correctness. She views the running of revisionist
ads as an example of "what can happen when truth and reason are dismissed." Id. at 81.

27 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 196.
28 See id. at 195. Lipstadt claims the editors did this to escape their own policies excluding

racist ads.
29 See id. at 197.
30 See id. at 196 (quoting CORNELL DAILY SuN, Nov. 18, 1991).
31 See LIPSTADT supra note 4, at 196 (quoting MICHIGAN DAILY, Nov. 11, 1991).
32 See LIPSTADT supra note 4, at 197 (quoting OHIO STATE LANTERN, Jan. 24, 1992).
33 Id. at 207.
34 Id. at 196.
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In First Amendment discourse idea, opinion and viewpoint have
a special meaning. The doctrine of content neutrality prohibits the
discrimination of ideas based on their content. As Harry Kalven Jr.
put it, "[t]he central problem of free speech" is to determine "when, if
ever, the content of communications may be interdicted by law."35

When the student editors called Holocaust denial an idea, they tapped
into a long-standing tradition of American free speech liberalism. Nor
was this hidden. The Michigan Daily ran the following quote from
Justice Hugo Black:

My view is, without deviation, without exception, without any ifs,
buts, or whereases, that freedom of speech means that you shall not
do something to people either for the views they have or for the views
they express or the words they speak or write.36

Even if the editors of the Ohio State Lantern lack Black's eloquence,
they are making the same point.

Lipstadt might object that, regardless of its source, the editors'
perspective on Holocaust revisionism is not neutral. The college
paper that grants deniers' nonsense about the Holocaust the status of
an idea makes a taboo against revisionism impossible to sustain. This
is a fair criticism. But it is a criticism of the American approach to
hate speech regulation, not of the editors themselves.

Indeed, in Germany the Federal Constitutional Court
(Bundesverfassungsgericht) used the same reasoning as Lipstadt. In
the Irving case, it held that those who spread the Auschwitz lie do not
express an opinion; they express a "false statement of fact."37 The
reasons for this definition were doctrinal. The German Basic Law
protects the expression of opinions; there is no mention of factual
statements.38 With the latter, so the court reasoned, "the objective
relation between the expression and reality stands in the fore-

35 HARRY KALVEN JR., A WORTHY TRADITION, FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN AMERICA, 235

(1988).
36 See Lipstadt, supra note 4, at 190 (quoting MICHIGAN DAILY, Oct. 28, 1992).
37 The Irving Case is reported in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFr (NJW) (1994) at

1779.
38 The Grundgesetz [Constitution] (GG) art. 5 states: "Everyone has the right to express

freely their opinion (Meinung) in words, writing and pictures .... GG art. 5.
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ground."39 Accordingly, testing these statements for their truth con-
tent did not offend the constitution.40

We see from this example how the legal categorization of "revi-
sionism" depends on cultural factors. The Irving court sought to
uphold anti-revisionist laws, so it refused to call revisionism an idea.
The college editors, brought up in a different culture, more protective
of speech, found to the contrary that revisionism was an idea. Of
course, legal cultures are constantly in flux. In trying to reclassify
Holocaust denial as a non-idea, Lipstadt is challenging the American
free speech ethos. Catharine McKinnon makes a similar effort with
pornography in Only Words.4 1 But prevailing legal-cultural terrain
cannot be wished away. When the student editors refer to Holocaust
revisionism as a point of view, they follow a well-accepted usage of the
term.

2. Was the Ad Anti-Semitic?
To deny the anti-Semitic nature of Holocaust denial seems as

insupportable as revisionism itself. Neither Lipstadt nor the other
critics accuse the student editors of this; the charge is one of opportu-
nism. Several of the newspapers that ran the ad had policies against
accepting sexist, racist, or "otherwise false or offensive" ads. Alan
Dershowitz, who spoke to some of the student journalists who
received the ads, gave them the following advice: "I told them that
the one tack they could not take was to maintain their policy against
racist, sexist, false, or otherwise offensive ads and find that this one
did not belong to that category."42 Those papers that, against Dersho-
witz's instructions, ran the ads despite these policies displayed an
"ignorance . . . of the history of anti-Semitism and Holocaust
denial."4

Is this criticism justified? The Cornell Daily Sun's conclusion that
"the ad does not directly contain racist statements about Jewish peo-
ple,"' 4 lent credence to Lipstadt and Dershowitz. So did the conclu-
sion of a member of the Duke Chronicle editorial board that the
CODOH ad could run because it was neither "racist" nor "contained

39 47 NJW 1779 (1994).
40 See id.
41 CATHARINE A. MACKINNON, ONLY WORDS, 11-16 (1991).
42 DERSIOWrrz, supra note 6, at 112 (emphasis in original).
43 Id.
44 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 195 (quoting CORNELL DAILY SuN, Nov. 20, 1991).
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ethnic slurs."45 Lipstadt also focused on the ads these papers refused
to run. A Michigan Daily editor said the paper would not announce
the time and place of a lynching or run an ad showing a woman hold-
ing a beer can between her breasts. 46

Yet none of the newspapers, even the Cornell Daily Sun, actually
defended the Smith ad against charges of anti-Semitism. To admit, as
the Sun did, that the ad did not "directly contain racist statements
about the Jewish people," is to say something different: namely, that
the ad copy contained no ethnic slurs against Jews. The Duke Chroni-
cle reached the same conclusion. In criticizing the papers for down-
playing the anti-Semitic nature of the ad, Lipstadt and Dershowitz
obscure the distinction between speech based on racist or anti-Semitic
ideas and anti-Semitic epithets.

This distinction, however, plays a crucial role in defining the lim-
its of the First Amendment. Ever since Chaplinsky v. New Hamp-
shire,47 courts have used the concept of "fighting words" to mark the
border of protected speech. In recent years the fighting words doc-
trine has been interpreted quite narrowly. Even a statement contain-
ing racist, sexist or other offensive language could survive
constitutional scrutiny provided it was attached to an idea the speaker
sought to express. Cohen v. California,48 is representative of the
trend. Cohen held that a coat embroidered with the saying "Fuck the
Draft" did not trigger the "fighting words" doctrine.49

By banning ads containing epithets, the college newspapers
expand the "fighting words" doctrine beyond its current boundaries.
Here they follow the lead of critical race scholars who want to outlaw
ethnic insults.5" Some revisionist pamphlets contain derogatory
remarks about Jews and Zionists; the CODOH ad did not.51 Perhaps

45 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 195. The statement occurred at a meeting with Jewish
students who were protesting the ad. Id.

46 See id. at 195.
47 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
48 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
49 Id. at 21-22.
50 See RICHARD DELGADO AND JEAN STEFANCIC, MUST WE DEFEND NAZIS? HATE

SPEECH, PORNOGRAPHY AND THE NEW FIRST AMENDMENT, 10-11, (1997).
51 Roger Eatwell has distinguished revisionist writing on the basis of whether it "involves

an overtly fascist or racist content." Roger Eatwell, The Holocaust Denial: A Study in Propa-
ganda Technique, in NEO-FASCISM IN EUROPE (L. Charles, R. Ferguson and M. Vaughan eds.,
1991) at 124-25. The 1991 CODOH ad refrains from anti-Semitic stereotyping. As such, it falls
into Eatwell's type-2, which covers works meant to introduce revisionism to a larger audience.
See id.

1998]
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Holocaust denial itself is an epithet. Mari Matsuda argues that revi-
sionism, the "cold" version of anti-Semitism, is every bit as hateful as
"hot" name calling. But even she would not target "the dead wrong
social scientist" with criminal sanctions. 2 Like her libertarian prede-
cessors, Matsuda is unwilling to target speech on the basis of its
persuasiveness.

Yet this is just how Lipstadt sees Bradley Smith. He is a hawker
of historical falsehoods. She worries not that he insults, but that he
might persuade:

Too many of my students have come to me and asked, 'How do
we know there really were gas chambers?' 'Was the Diary of Anne
Frank a hoax?' 'Are there actual documents attesting to a Nazi plan to
annihilate the Jews?' Some of these students are aware that their
questions have been informed by deniers. Others are not; they just
know that they have heard these charges and are troubled by them.53

If the problem with Holocaust revisionism is that it will win over
students, the "fighting words" doctrine becomes inapplicable. Given
this, can one fault student newspapers for refusing to censor speech
that even serious critics of the First Amendment accept as beyond
state regulation?54

When Lipstadt and Dershowitz accuse student newspapers of
downplaying the anti-Semitic character of Holocaust revisionism they
have a point. Jewish history is full of examples of anti-Semitic speech
leading to pogroms or worse - from the blood libel legend55 to Julius

52 See MARI J. MATSUDA, Public Response to Racist Speech: Considering the Victim's Story,
in WORDS THAT WOUND, CRITICAL RACE THEORY, ASSAULTIVE SPEECH AND THE FIRST
AMENDMENT 40-41 (Mari J. Matsuda et al. eds., 1993). Matsuda would defend the rights of such
persons to air their views on college campuses so long as they were "academically tenable." Id.
at 41.

53 LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 221.
54 Nor is revisionism similar to the two other examples Lipstadt raises. Like an ethnic or

racial insult, the pornographic beer ad shocks the reader. Lipstadt does not make this claim
about Holocaust revisionism. The lynching announcement is an example of performative
speech: the problem rests not with its content but with its facilitation of a crime. See JUDITH
BUTLER, EXCITABLE SPEECH, A POLITICS OF THE PERFORMATIVE, 13-20 (1997).

55 During the Middle Ages, Jewish communities were accused of killing Christian boys in
order to use their blood for Passover rituals. According to Alan Dundes, the legend "has had a
demonstrable effect on the perpetuation of the worst kind of anti-Semitism, that is, anti-Semitic
behavior which has caused the death of Jews." ALAN DUNDES, THE BLOOD LIBEL LEGEND, A
CASEBOOK IN ANTI-SEMrrITc FOLKLORE at vii (1991).

[Vol. 9:1
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Streichler's Der Stiirmer56 . Could Holocaust revisionism be the wedge
that inaugurates a new age of anti-Semitism? Reports of growing
anti-Semitic violence give Lipstadt's and Dershowitz's worries about
the spread of Holocaust denial added weight."

As a dispersed minority subject to victimization in the past, Jews
are not willing to wait for words to turn into action.58 But First
Amendment doctrine asks them to do just that. As long as an oppor-
tunity for more speech remains, those who fear the long-term conse-
quences of speech must tough it out. Justice Brandeis made this point
concurring in Whitney v. California: "Those who won our indepen-
dence believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be
the secret of liberty."59 Perhaps it is unfair to ask American Jews to
bear the burden of this courage. The problem, however, arises from
America's liberal First Amendment tradition, not college newspapers
that have followed in its footsteps.

3. Do Revisionists Deserve "The Benefit of the Doubt?"

Lipstadt's third complaint about how the editors treated the
CODOH ads involves Student Life, the newspaper of Washington
University in St. Louis, which ran the ad. The editors explained that
they doubted the "motives" of Bradley Smith. They could not, how-
ever, "in good conscience tell Mr. Smith that we 'know' him and his
true intentions" because then "we could censor anyone based on ulte-
rior motives that we perceive them to harbor."'  The newspaper con-
cluded it must give "Mr. Smith the benefit of the doubt if we mean to
preserve our rights., 61

Lipstadt saw another example of student ignorance of Holocaust
revisionism:

56 An old member of the Nazi party, Streichler founded Der Strainer in 1923. During the
1920s and 1930s the paper ran crude anti-Semitic articles that many, including the Nuremberg
prosecutors, felt incited the extermination of the Jews. See TELFORD TAYLOR, THE ANATOMY
OF THE NUREMBERG TRIALS 264, 375-76 (1992). Streichler was one of the defendants executed
at Nuremberg. Id. at 609-10.

57 The 1991 audit by the Anti-Defamation League reported the highest number of anti-
Semitic incidents (1,879) in its thirteen-year history. Institute of Jewish Affairs, ANTISEMrrISM
WORLD REPORT at 111 (1992).

58 On the other hand, the belief that anti-Semitism represents a threat to American Jews is
not universal. See STERN, supra note 11.

59 274 U.S. 357, 375 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring).
60 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 197 (quoting STUDENT LiFE, Feb. 18, 1992).
61 See LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 197 (quoting STUDENT LIFE, Feb. 18, 1992).
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In this instance what the paper considered to be ulterior motives is
what scholars call coming to a conclusion based on a wide variety of
facts, including historical data. In giving Smith the 'benefit of the
doubt,' the editors fell prey to the notion that this was a rational
debate. They ignored the fact that the ad contained claims that com-
pletely contravened a massive body of fact.62

In her book, Lipstadt argues that deniers use Holocaust revision-
ism to promote anti-Semitism. 63 To give Smith "the benefit of the
doubt" ignores this background.

Once again, First Amendment discourse provides an alternative
explanation. "The benefit of the doubt" the Student Life editors
granted Smith was not a factual presumption. It was not meant to
suggest that Smith, in fact, forwarded the ad from the purest of
motives. It was more akin to a legal ruling that, whatever the facts
proved, Smith's motives were irrelevant: all that mattered was the
text. Likewise, the Supreme Court has held that "time, place and
manner restrictions" on speech should depend on the text and not
identity of the speaker. In Police Dept. Of Chicago v. Mosley,' 4 the
court invalidated a statute that forbade all picketing within 150 feet of
a school except for labor disputes. The "benefit of the doubt" guaran-
teed Smith follows from the principle of the equality of speakers that
underlay the Mosley case.

4. The Decision to Run the Ad

Those papers accepting the CODOH ad framed Holocaust revi-
sionism in a First Amendment context. This reflects an American free
speech liberalism, under which censoring Holocaust denial is unpopu-
lar even with critics of the current interpretation of the First Amend-
ment. There remains an unresolved problem. Most of the papers that
received the ad rejected it. Did the First Amendment influence all the
papers or only those that ran the ad?

Let us begin by looking at how those papers that refused to run
the ad justified their decision. In rejecting the ad, the Harvard Crim-
son stressed its private status:

62 LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 197.
63 See generally id. at 198.
64 408 U.S. 92 (1972).
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At the same time, we are a private newspaper, and as such we reserve
the right to impose internal restrictions on what we will and will not
print. Content matters. By choosing not to run an ad, or an editorial
for that matter, we are not imposing censorship; we are simply refus-
ing to offer our privately-owned assets-our printing press, our circu-
lation network, our readership, our limited number of pages, and the
name of The Harvard Crimson, for that matter.65

The argument that the Crimson need not offer its presses, net-
work and good name to Bradley Smith reflects a broader pattern in
American constitutional culture. The state action doctrine limits the
scope of the Constitution, including the First Amendment, to public
actors. College newspapers at private universities, as private organs,
lack a duty to refrain from viewpoint-discrimination. They are free to
accept or reject revisionist advertising as they see fit.66

The Crimson editorial leads to a second observation. Why does a
paper publish an editorial about an ad it chooses not to run? If news-
papers truly accept or reject ads as they see fit, why the need to jus-
tify? The answer is that the First Amendment compelled the papers
that refused to run the ad to explain their decision. Thus the Chicago
Maroon, though stating that it "had no obligation at any time to print
... offensive hatred," also agreed that the revisionists had the right to
"express their views. 6 7

This brings us to a third point. Many of the papers that refused to
run the ad themselves gave enough information about the revisionists
to whet the appetites of the curious. The Carnegie Mellon Tartan
describes the revisionists as follows:

The essay also disputes the validity of the photographs taken at the
concentration camps, and the papers that document the Nazi policy of
Jewish extermination. In addition, the advertisement contends that
the eyewitness testimony is unreliable. It says that the generally
accepted number of Jewish people killed, 6 million, is far too high.68

65 HARVARD CRIMSON, Dec. 10, 1991.
66 Whether this logic applies to papers at public universities is less clear. As Lipstadt points

out, the First Amendment might prohibit "content-based rejection of the ads" in this instance.
LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 189.

67 LIPSTADT, supra note 4, at 194 (quoting CHICAGO MAROON, Feb. 28, 1992).
68 CARNEGIE MELLON TARTAN, Apr. 20, 1992.
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The Harvard Crimson also described revisionism at length. In
1994 the Skidmore News refused to run the ad, but used the occasion
to release a 16-page supplement on revisionism on college campuses.69

Lipstadt's argument that granting revisionists any publicity risked win-
ning them converts fell on deaf ears.7" In their own way, the papers
rejecting the ad accepted the First Amendment argument that the best
answer to dangerous speech is more speech.

Once a few elite editorial boards defended running the revisionist
ad on free speech terms, the CODOH campaign became a public
debate over the First Amendment. Papers that might have otherwise
quietly rejected the ad now put revisionism on the front page. Even if
the First Amendment concerns of the editors at Cornell and Michigan
were not shared by their colleagues, they shaped the debate.

B. An American Tradition of Toleration

Phil Donahue, explaining his decision to air a program on Holo-
caust deniers, said: "I believe there should be intellectual freedom on
this issue. That's why you're on the program."71 Here, in essence, is
the American response to Holocaust revisionism, a response informed
by a First Amendment tradition of tolerance. Those who claim the
student editors misapplied or misunderstood the First Amendment
confuse a rule of law with a discursive tradition. The student newspa-
pers that called Holocaust denial an idea and offered Bradley Smith
the benefit of the doubt were neither naive nor nihilistic. They were
applying the tradition to themselves. If there was a failure here, it was
a failure of the First Amendment liberalism. To see this more clearly,
we now turn to Germany where a different tradition of speech regula-
tion prevails.

69 In 1993-94 the CODOH sent out an ad questioning the Holocaust Museum from a revi-
sionist perspective. It.ran in over 30 college papers. See Bradley Smith's "Campus Project"
Generates Nationwide Publicity for Holocaust Revisionism, 14 J. HIST. REV. 20 July-Aug. 1994 at
18 [hereinafter "Bradley Smith"].

70 STERN, supra note 5, at 249-50, praises the Skidmore editors for their efforts; the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee uses the SKIDMORE NEWS as a model response to revisionist ads. Id. at
256, n.7.

71 Smith and Cole Appear on "Donohue" Show in Major Media Breakthrough for Revision-
ism, J. HIST. REV. May-June 1994 at 18.
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III. INFORMAL CENSORSHIP IN GERMANY: BERuF NEONAZi

The documentary Beruf Neonazi occasioned a debate in Ger-
many over the informal censorship of Holocaust revisionists. The
Federal States (Lander) of Brandenburg, Hamburg, Hesse and
Mecklenberg-Vorpommern financed the film to draw attention to the
growing threat of right-wing extremism. The director Winifred
Bonenegel had solid anti-fascist credentials.72 In the film he intro-
duced Germans to Bela Ewald Althans, a well-spoken, well-dressed,
young neo-Nazi.

To force the viewer to confront the reality of neo-Nazism,
Bonenegel eschewed narration. In the most controversial scene,
Althans stood in the gas chamber at Auschwitz and called the Holo-
caust "a complete enormous lie." The camera records a heated dis-
cussion (in English with German subtitles) between Althans and a
Jewish American who was also visiting the gas chamber. At one point
Althans tells his interlocutor: "No, we didn't exterminate them [the
Jews], because they have all survived and they're all taking money
now from Germany." Althans also calls Auschwitz the "disneyland of
Eastern Europe."73

Upon its release Beruf Neonazi caused an uproar. Politicians
condemned it, anarchists took to the streets and ordinary citizens filed
criminal complaints with state prosecutors. As a result, the distribu-
tors withdrew the film from public cinemas. A narrated version of the
fim appeared in late January. The following month the VOX network
aired a 130 minute special on the controversy titled "Zeigen oder Zen-
sur" (To Show or to Censor) interspersing clips from the film with
commentary.74

From an American perspective, the most striking aspect of the
debate is the absence of any references to freedom of speech. Instead,
Germans asked two questions: First, was the film "in violation of the
law" (strafrechtlich relevant)? Second, did it threaten the state? The

72 Most notably he co-wrote Die Abrechnung (The Settlement) with Ingo Hasselbach. Has-
selbach's story of his time as a neo-Nazi won wide attention in Europe and America.

73 A transcript of this scene appeared in Nehman Sie Ihre Sonnenbrille ab, Schauen mir in
die Augen [Take off your sunglasses and look me in the eye], FRANKFURTER RUNDSCHAU, Feb.
18, 1994, at 22.

74 For Althans, the star of the film, the controversy continued. In August, 1995 a Berlin
District Court (Landgericht) convicted him of racial incitement for the utterances made in the
film. Althans was sentenced to 3.5 years of hard labor. (502) Decision of Berlin District Court
dated Aug. 29, 1995, 81 Js 56/94 KLs (55/94).
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dialogue Lipstadt sought from college newspapers about the danger-
ousness of revisionism now took place in Germany as film reviewers,
politicians and citizen groups worried about whether Beruf Neonazi
would become a right-wing cult film.

A. German Attitudes toward Anti-Semitism and Free Speech

The German view toward free speech and anti-Semitism crystal-
lized in the late 1950s. During these years, the young Federal Repub-
lic faced a wave of anti-Semitism. This included synagogue
desecrations, anti-Semitic statements by public functionaries and
acquittals of anti-Semites in the courts.76 Taken collectively, this anti-
Semitic wave threatened West Germany's standing in the interna-
tional community and its chances for democratic consolidation.77 Was
the Adenauer age a second Weimar, ready to dissolve into dictator-
ship when the long-serving chancellor retired from public life?

Under these circumstances, the balance between combating anti-
Semitism and protecting freedom of speech tilted toward the former.
Hans Gathmann, writing in the Christian Democratic monthly Die
Politische Meinung (Political Opinion), stated the dominant view:

Article 5 of the basic law of the Federal Republic gives every citizen
the right to express and spread freely their opinion in words, writings
and pictures, so long as they do not violate the standing paragraphs of
the criminal code (Insult, Defamation, Endangering the State). Even
opponents of democracy, have this right, so long as they operate
within the legally determined boundaries. Even anti-Semitic remarks

75 WERNER BERGMAN, Antisemitismus in 6ffentlichen Konflikten 1949-1994 [Antisemitism
in public conflicts], in ANTISEMITISMUS IN DEUTSCHLAND ZUR AKTUALITAT EINES VORURTEILS
(Von Wolfgang Benz ed., 1995).

76 See id. at 76. Werner Bergman reports 470 cases of synagogue and cemetery desecration

during the winter of 1959-60. Id. In the Nieland case, 14 JURISTISCHE ZEITUNG 176 (1959),
a judge dismissed charges against the author of an anti-Semitic pamphlet. The basis for the
dismissal: the author did not direct his remarks at all Jews, but only targeted a small cabal of
"International Jewry." Id.

77 Cf. T.H. TEETENS, THE NEW GERMANY AND THE OLD NAZIS, at 254 (1961). Teetens
noted that many journalists, politicians and political commentators had grave doubts as to Ger-
many's ability to survive under a parliamentary government. The book combined descriptions of
West German anti-Semitism with dire warnings about the future.
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are not entirely prohibited. They are, despite cultural or political con-
siderations, as possible with us as in other lands.78

West Germany will tolerate anti-Semitism, despite the pain it
causes, so long as it is not illegal. If, however, the state concludes that
anti-Semitism poses a threat and the anti-Semite violates the law,
prosecution must follow.

This attitude of verfassungsschutz (literally constitution-protec-
tion) animates German legal culture.79 The basic idea is that the state
can and must protect itself against internal foes. The concept has deep
historical roots. In 1878 Bismarck outlawed the Social Democratic
Party.8° During Weimar times it was an offense to insult the state.8 a

Since 1949 the protection of the state has been entrusted to the Office
for the Protection of the Constitution (Verfassungsshutzamt). The
office, roughly similar to the FBI, issues yearly reports on anti-consti-
tutional organizations. The Basic Law encodes this understanding in a
series of provisions giving the state the power to fight its enemies.82

Anti-Semites have not been the only victims of the state security
apparatus. Twice during the postwar era there have been purges
directed at the Left. During the 1950s and 60s suspected Communists
were the target. After the Communist Party of Germany was banned
in 1956, there were a series of prosecutions. More than 10,000 citizens
were found guilty of having Communist associations.83 During the
1970s, the German state targeted supporters of the Red Army Fac-
tion.' The period also saw the enactment of the "Decree against

78 HANS GATHMANN, Berichte und Analysen: Der Latente Antisemitismus, Prozesse und
Falle in Der Bundesrepublik [Report and Analysis: Latent Anti-Semitism Trials and Cases in the
Federal Republic], in DIE POLITISCHE MEINUNG, at 68 (1959).

79 See Gerhard Boeden, Vierzig Jahre Verfassungsschutz [Forty Years of Constitutional Pro-
tection], in VERFASSINGSCHUTZ IN DER DEMOKRATIE, [Bundesamt fir Verfassungsschutz ed.
1990).

80 E. J. PASSANT, A SHORT HISTORY OF GERMANY 1815-1945 (1969) at 91.
81 INGO MULLER, HITLER'S JUSTICE, THE COURTS OF THE THIRD REICH (1991) at 18.

82 Article 18 states that those who abuse their freedom (including freedom of speech) by
opposing the "free democratic order" forfeit their rights. Article 21 allows the state to ban
extremist political parties. GG art. 18, 21.

83 See ROLF GOSSNER, Politische Justiz gegen Rechts, Zwischen Verharmlosen und Uber-
reaktion, in POLITISCHE JUSTIz at 141 (Axel Gorlitz and Rudiger Voigt eds. 1996).

84 See SEBASTIAN COLBER, LAW, ORDER AND POLITICS IN WEST GERMANY, at 9-10 (Fran-
cis McDonagh trans., Penguin Books 1978) (1976).
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Radicals," which allowed the state to dismiss public officials who
belonged to extremist groups.

Since the 1970s Holocaust revisionism has been illegal in Ger-
many. Two theories have undergirded the prosecutions. First, Holo-
caust deniers have been prosecuted for insulting Jews living in the
Federal Republic of Germany.86 Second, they have been prosecuted
for inciting racial hatred under section 130 of the Criminal Code. Sec-
tion 130 prohibits "inciting hatred against a segment of the popula-
tion" or "attacking the human worth of another." As such it invokes
the norm of verfassungsshutz. By attacking the human worth of Jews,
Holocaust revisionism threatens the security of the German state. In
these laws, especially the law against racial incitement, lies the source
of the opposition to BerufNeonazi. Rather than asking whether Arti-
cle 5 of the Basic Law protected Bonenegel's documentary, Germans
worried about the harm it posed to the new Berlin Republic, which
was facing growing pains in the form of right-wing extremism and
anti-foreigner violence. 7

B. A Threat to the State?

As soon as the film appeared in German cinemas, concerns about
its dangerousness surfaced. Der Spiegel, discussing the film's opening
under the subheading "Right-wing extremists," called it "propaganda
for the young right-winger and his brown comrades."88 To back up its
claim, the magazine quoted Althans to the effect that "film... is the
best method to spread fascist sayings." 9 The article concluded on an
ominous note; readers were warned that Bonenegel's "naive portrait"
of Althans might advance the career of the neo-Nazi.9°

85 See GERARD BRAUNTHAL, POLITICAL LOYALTY AND PUBLIC SERVICE IN WEST GER-
MANY: THE 1972 DECREE AGAINST RADICALS AND ITS CONSEQUENCES at IX (1990).

86 This takes place under section 185-187 of the Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] (StGB),
which covers insults. The insult law reflects a commitment by the state to defending the honor
(Ehre) of the private citizen. See JOHANNES WESSELS, STRAFRECHT BESONDERER TElL at 93-94
[CRIMINAL LAW, SPECIAL PART] (1996).

87 The first years following reunification were characterized by growing levels of right-wing
violence, which the government seemed to tolerate. The 1992 firebombing of a Turkish home in
M6Ulin led to a change, when hundreds of thousands of Germans protested the violence. The
following month the government banned four right-extremist parties. See ALAN WATSON, THE
GERMANS: WHO ARE THEY Now?, at 353-417 (rev. ed. 1994) for an overview of this reaction.

88 Rieges Gelachter [Terrible Laughter], DER SPIEGEL, Nov. 15, 1993, at 108.
89 Id.
90 See id. at 109.
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Ignatz Bubis, president of the Central Board of German Jews had
similar concerns. He acted on them by asking the Frankfurt prosecu-
tor to look into legal proceedings against the film. Justifying this
action, Bubis said:

If I knew that only people like myself, like you, like the Jews who
work together, would be confronted with this film there would be no
overall problem. But there are millions who see this for the first time
as value-free, and besides who already have a curiosity for this type of
ideology.91

A similar fear drove Deborah Lipstadt to criticize the student
journalists' treatment of the CODOH ad. But unlike Lipstadt and
Dershowitz, whose arguments ran against the grain of students
steeped in First Amendment culture, Ignatz Bubis was not alone.

Almost all Germans who discussed the film addressed its danger-
ousness. We see this in the words of Brandenburg Culture Minister
Hinrich Enderlein (FDP): "The film presents above all for young
viewers the danger of identifying with the contents portrayed."92

These fears also find expression in the position, taken by supporters
and critics of the fim alike, that the documentary should only be
shown with some commentary, either before the film or incorporated
into the fim itself.

The consensus on the need for commentary was broad. It
included Brandenburg Culture Minister Hindrich Enderlien (FDP)
and Berlin Culture Senator Ulrich Roloff-Mamin (SPD), both of
whom took a sympathetic posture toward the film.93 It also included
the Frankfurt Prosecutor's office. After receiving Bubis's complaint,
it banned the showing of the film in Hesse without commentary. 94 At
last, the distributors of Beruf Neonazi, Ostfilm and Unidoc responded
to the pressure. In December they withdrew the film from public

91 Die Deutschen sind noch nicht reif dafur [The Germans are still not ready for it], BER-

LINER ZEITUNG, Dec. 11, 1993.
92 Man Kann Jugendliche mit solch en Inhalten nicht allein lassen [One cannot leave children

alone with such contents) BERLINER ZEITUNG, Dec. 6, 1993 at 30.
93 Id.; Kultursenator gegen Verbot von Neonazi Film [Culture Senator Opposes ban on neo-

Nazi film] DER TAGESPIEGEL, Dec. 20, 1993.
94 Beruf Neonazi" darf in Hessen nur mit Diskussion gezeight werder ["Beruf Neonazi"

must only be shown with discussion in Hesse], FRANKFURTER RUNDSCHAU, Dec. 8, 1993.
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cinemas.95 In an accompanying statement, the distributors conceded
that the public discussion on neo-fascism surrounding the film had not
been productive.96

Throughout the debate, the right-wing danger posed by the film
remained a constant theme. Supporters of the film addressed this.
concern by arguing that the documentary was not likely to turn youth
into neo-Nazis. Thomas Rothschild pointed out that while everyone
feared that Althans would convince others, no one admitted being
convinced by him.97 Andreas Kilb, writing in Die Zeit, took aim at
Bonenegel's surprise at discovering an intelligent neo-Nazi, charging
that Althans had exploited the director's naivete.98 But he also
objected to the idea of commentary: "Commentary has never reduced
a demagogue to silence." 99 Referring to the film as a "symptom,"
rather than the "cause" of "German misery," Kilb warned potential
censors that they were only fooling themselves.'00

For the film's supporters the threat posed by Beruf Neonazi was
not its persuasiveness, but rather, the reality of what it described. In
taking this position, the supporters sought to recast the debate over
the dangerousness of the film, rather than complain about censorship.
Most likely, any cry of censorship would fall on deaf ears. Even after
the film was banned in Frankfurt, opponents rejected the label of cen-
sorship. As Thomas Mitscherlich said in the Berliner Zeitung: "Well,
what does it have to do with censorship when a court says unrefuted
historical lies must not be spread? Is the refutation of the Auschwitz-
Lie censorship?"'' As we saw earlier, the Germans take the view that
freedom of speech covers legal acts only. Once the state prosecutors
become involved, the question shifts from censorship to the protection
of the state from its enemies.

The legal action taken by Bubis shaped the debate over the film.
His turn to the law gave opponents of BerufNeonazi an edge that the
critics of the Bradley Smith ads lacked. While Bubis spoke of the dan-

95 See "Beruf Neonazi" zuruckgezogen ["Beruf Neonazi" removed], FRANKFURTER RUND-
SCHAU, Dec. 9, 1993.

96 Id.

97 Thomas Rothschild, Aus Mangel an Gewissheit [From lack of certainty], FREITAG, Sep.
16, 1994, at 13.

98 Andreas Kilb, Ohne Kommentar (Without Commentary), DIE ZErr, Dec. 3, 1993 at 57.
99 Id.
100 See id.
101 Thomas Mitscherlich, Tolpfelhaftes Gerede von Zensur [Foolish Talk of Censorship],

BERLINER ZEITUNG, Feb. 2, 1994.
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ger of the film in general terms, the Central Board of German Jewry
made the more specific argument that the film spread Holocaust
denial and Nazi propaganda, both crimes under German law.10 2 Two
statements of the Frankfurt prosecutors defending the ban that "the
neo-Nazi Althans was given an opportunity over wide stretches of film
to spread uncommented National Socialist propaganda materials, 1 3

further complicated matters for the film's supporters. Once the film
was labeled National Socialist propaganda, it was hard to raise a
defense based on freedom of speech. The legal action against it put
the film beyond the pale.

A second effect of the Frankfurt ban was more practical. The
decision to ban the film led to a series of reprisals against the film as
other actors in society implemented the ban in their own terms. On
the day after the banning, the Hesse state legislature filed suit to
retrieve the money it had paid Bonenegel to make the film." That
same day, Deutsche Bahn, the German railway, canceled a scheduled
showing of the fim in the cinema it runs at the Frankfurt train sta-
tion. 0 5 That was also the day the distributors pulled the film. Legal
intervention sent a signal for the non-legal actors to censor the fim.

C. A Debate over Dangerousness

The debate over Beruf Neonazi reflected a shared understanding
about the state's right and duty to defend itself against dangerous
speech. The concern with threat played a role similar to freedom of
speech in the United States. It drowned out all other arguments. For
instance, there was little discussion in Germany about whether Jews
found the film offensive. The German debate, like its American coun-
terpart, remained firmly focused within an interpretive frame set by
the legal system. Only the choice of frames differed. Where Ameri-

102 Andreas Kilb, Ohne Kommentar [Without Commentary], DIE ZErT, Dec. 3, 1993 at 57.
StGB Sections 130 and 185 outlaw Holocaust denial under theories of racial insult and incite-
ment, respectively. StGB 86 forbids spreading the propaganda of anti-constitutional
organizations.

103 See Einhart Klucke, Filmriss: Zur Debatte um den Film "BerufNeonazi" [Blackout: On
the debate over the film "Beruf Neonazi"], MENSCHEN MACHEU MEDIEN, Jan. 24, 1994 at 29
(quoting statement of Frankfurt prosecutors).

104 "Beruf Neonazi" derf in Hessen nur mit Diskussion gezeigt werden, ["Beruf Neonazi
must only be shown with discussion in Hesse], FRANKFURTER BUNDSCHAU, Dec. 8, 1993.

105 "Beruf Neonazi" zuruckgezogen ["Beruf Neonazi" Removed], FRANKFURTER RUND-

SCHAU, Dec. 9, 1993.
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cans viewed revisionism in terms of the high price of liberty, Germans
emphasized the right of the state to defend itself against its enemies.

IV. OUTLAWING REVISIONISM IN THE UNITED STATES

What does this mean for the regulation of hate speech in the
United States? For those concerned about the threat posed by Holo-
caust revisionism, the German approach has its temptations. Legal
rules against extremist propaganda provided opponents of the film
with a widely accepted language in which to state their concerns about
Holocaust revisionism. Revisionism did not simply concern Jews or
Holocaust survivors; it threatened the state itself. On the other hand,
criminalizing revisionism has costs of its own. High-profile trials
might make martyrs, or worse yet, risk creating the impression with
every acquittal that the law sympathizes with revisionism. That is why
Lipstadt and Dershowitz object to prosecutions. 10 6 Leaving these
problems to one side, if America outlawed Holocaust denial, would
we see a more sensitive debate over revisionism in the press, televi-
sion and other informal censors?

This breaks down into three questions. First, is such a change
possible? In other words, assuming an anti-revisionist statute survived
constitutional scrutiny, how far would informal censors go in enforc-
ing the law? Second, is such a change desirable? Third, how useful at
the end of the twentieth century is it to see Holocaust revisionism as a
threat?

Any discussion of the adoption of anti-revisionist legislation in
the United States must remain speculative. Much would depend on
the type of law passed (criminal law vs. tort remedy) and the politics
of how it came into place. That said, it is unlikely such legislation
would end all discussion of revisionism. The Beruf Neonazi debate
focused attention on Holocaust revisionism. A discussion about the
danger of Holocaust denial still leaves openings for revisionists. What
is more, would-be law reformers would not be operating from a blank
slate. The well-established tradition of freedom of speech would
encourage informal censors to test the bounds of any new law. Of
course, that same tradition also explains why such a law is so unlikely.

A more interesting question is whether anti-revisionist laws are
necessary. Lipstadt worries that the college newspapers, by legitimat-

106 See DERSHOWrrz, supra note 6, at 115; LiPSTADT, supra note 4, at 220.
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ing revisionism, will lead the next generation of students to question
the Holocaust. But the newspapers discuss revisionism in the context
of a free speech discourse, a discourse that tends to neutralize poten-
tially dangerous speech by declaring its lack of dangerousness. Stu-
dent papers drew attention to revisionists just the way the Supreme
Court drew attention to Communists, Jehovah's Witnesses, Klansmen
and Nazis and other bit players in the ongoing drama of the First
Amendment. The inclusion of Holocaust revisionists in this debate
gives them no more legitimacy than the Skokie dispute made the
American Nazi Party respectable. 07

By contrast, consider what a German-style debate might look like
in America. The First Amendment would no longer distort the discus-
sion of revisionism. This may not, however, be an advantage. With-
out the First Amendment, opponents of censorship would feel
pressure to support the revisionists on the merits. This was what hap-
pened in Germany. In an American context, we might see more argu-
ments that revisionism is not anti-Semitic, something Lipstadt
deplores. Someone who strove to marginalize the revisionists might
prefer a Bradley Smith debate to a Beruf Neonazi debate.

Finally, we must ask how about the seriousness of the threat
posed by Holocaust revisionism. How likely are revisionists to win
new converts? Only 2% of Americans claim the Holocaust did not
happen.1"8 This hardly constitutes a compelling reason to regulate.
And if somehow Holocaust revisionism "caught on" there is probably
little the law could do to stop it. Ultimately, the concern that the next
generation will take revisionism seriously is based on insult, not dan-
ger. The editor of the Skidmore News rejected the ad because he met
with a Holocaust survivor. After looking in his eyes, the editor
refused to run the ad. Anyone who would run the ad, was "simply...
not human."'0 9 The editor did not fear the growth of revisionism, he
felt offended that anyone could doubt the survivor's story. The fear is

107 In this connection it is worth recalling the strong rejection of revisionism even by the
papers that ran the ad. If the Journal of Historical Review applauds Bradley Smith for "making
skeptical discussion of the Holocaust story an established part of America's socio-cultural land-
scape," it concedes that not one student editor has "expressed public support" for Smith's ideas.
Although the Journal hails the Smith campaign as "a significant victory for the cause of freedom
of speech" one wonders just what type of discussion the revisionists have won for themselves.
See Bradley Smith, supra note 64, at 20, 24.

108 Tom W. Smith, The Polls - A Review, The Holocaust Denial Controversy, in 59 PUB.
OPINION Q. (1995) at 283.

109 Stern, supra note 11, at 256 n.8 (citing SKIDMORE NEws, Apr. 21, 1994).
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not, as in Germany, of right-wing extremists restoring the Hitler
regime. It is that a new generation, lacking the sensitivity of the Skid-
more editor, will treat Holocaust revisionism as a plausible viewpoint.
This act of forgetting constitutes the harm Lipstadt and Dershowitz
struggle against.

Yet it is a harm without a remedy in American legal-constitu-
tional culture. First Amendment liberalism recognizes that dangerous
speech exists, even if it rarely fails to protect it. Likewise, the fighting
words doctrine addresses the damage posed by face-to-face epithets.
What the American free speech ethos cannot comprehend is the possi-
bility that an idea is offensive simply because people believe it. There
are no blasphemy laws in the United States; nor is there any
equivalent to the German law of insult. Neither seditious libel nor
fighting words, Holocaust revisionism falls through the cracks. This is
why college newspapers have appeared so receptive to revisionist ads.
This is also why there are no laws outlawing Holocaust denial in the
United States.

V. CONCLUSION: THE TENACITY OF LEGAL CULTURE

In all likelihood, some college newspapers will run ads denying
the Holocaust as long as Bradley Smith supplies them. In doing so,
the editors are victims of a tradition that does not regulate hate
speech. When German politicians, anarchists and film critics targeted
Beruf Neonazi, they relied on just such a different tradition. The
experience with verfassungsshutz and insulting speech gave the Ger-
man critics a vocabulary with which to formulate their objections. The
absence of this vocabulary in America goes a long way to explaining
both the actions of the student editors and the quandary facing Lip-
stadt, Dershowitz and the other critics. How can freedom of speech
be reconciled with informal censorship?

Ronald Dworkin described German prosecutions of Holocaust
revisionists in an article entitled The Unbearable Cost of Liberty.u °

After reviewing several cases Dworkin conceded "how strong the case
for censorship seems in Germany now." He then added "freedom is
important enough for sacrifices that really hurt." '' Normally we
think of the sacrifice in terms of formal censorship. In the name of
liberty we refuse to prosecute the hatemonger, the racist, the anti-

110 Ronald Dworkin, The Unbearable Cost of Liberty, 3 INDEX ON CENSORSHIP 43 (1995).
111 Id. at 46.
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Semite and the extremist. We state our willingness to let the poor fool
stand on a soapbox and spew venom. Foregoing formal censorship is
easy. The real test comes when the speech we despise enters the air-
waves, the newspapers and the Internet. It is with informal censorship
that sacrifices "really hurt."

Dworkin's rhetoric of sacrifice implies choice. In his article he
asks Germans to tolerate Holocaust revisionists. With a similar tone,
Lipstadt and Dershowitz ask student editors to shun them. My study
of American and German legal culture suggests that, in both cases,
possibilities for change are limited. Legal cultural norms are tena-
cious. Americans will always look at Holocaust revisionists as poten-
tial clients of the ACLU. Germans will always see a new Hitler ready
to topple the state. So long as this remains the case, change is
unlikely.


